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4utIl prove thsrt Bmetrisable space can be partitioned by the rational 
~ylt. Thinr gives an afhnative answer to a question raised by Rankston- 
spaces 
I -- 
P. Bankston and R.3. M-Govern [1] established anumber of interesting 
CcEllldD cmxming topologicai pmtitions. (A space Ypartitions F space X if there 
of Y into X such that the :mages form a cover csf X by 
question they raised (Question 1,6 in [l]) is to determine 
self-dense met&able space (i.e., one without isolated points) can be 
ed by the rational line Q. They answered the question affirmativeliy in the 
) and it is the purpose of this note to give a positive answer in g~er:dl. 
the main result, we will use the following three lemmas. 
(W. Sic@ Aski [2]). If X is a regular, countable, first countable, self-dense 
the proof of Theorem 1.4(a) in [l]). If X i,r: G r.qgdtiq first countable, 
e and x E X, then there is a homeomurghi~ cc3py Q of Q with x E 0 E X. 
mm& 2 is an easy consequence of Lemma 1. 
e [33). Every scattered metrisable space is rr-discrete, as we31 ns 
to the class of all metriwbie 3pacct.9. 
i&l t~eor~~~ of the present note, estab3ishina an af!irmative 
Q North-Holland 
pm-of. As in the proof of Theorem 1.4(a) in [ 11, let 9 
collection of paircnrise disjoint hOmeomorphic copies Of 
is dense in X; moreover S = X\U 2!! is scattered. Assumin 
3 to obtain S as a countable union Of closed discrete 8e 
a disjoint rkon ~_~~~, S, where each S,, is discrete and “se 
n < w thclre is a family {Ux : x E S,,} of pairwise disjoint 
for each x E Sn. 
FM each prime number p a 2 let Q, C_ CR denote the “p-adic ra 
n iniegers, n ‘3 1). Then the sets Q, partition 43 into a cOuntable n
oi Q, each of which is dense in Q. Thus for each i E Z, Qi can be decoan 
countable collection (& : n c O} of pairwise disjoint copies of Q, each Of ~bkh is 
dense in ai. Let 2Jn = {Qm : i 6 I}. Then U & is dense in X for eadr<~; 80 f0a each 
n<w,X,-== S,, TV IJ 9,, is a self-dense met&able space which is a disjoint union of 
atated set (S,,) and a number of copies of Q. Since ths XR’s form a partition of 
it sufices to prove that each Xn can b 3 part&rred by Q. SO Wt loss of 
generality, we can ;;H*surne that the original &ectiOn 9 was cksen 
tfrat S is in fact separated, say, by the fe:tiily {U’: x ES). For each z e 
be a countable subcollection with x E us,. By Lemma I, Qx = ({x} 
we can find an open V’ G U’ with x E V, :lnd V, n 0, nonempty and clopen in Q,. 
Si~~ce C?\ Vx is clopen in Q for each Q E 9, we have that V, n Qa = Q ahnays and 
C?\ Vx = Q whenever 0 E k2 and Q\ V’ f $3. Therefore the family 
u$!\U@,: XES}) 
gives a parMi9n of X by Q. 0 
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